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CYCLES AND FASHIONS IN 
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 

JOSHUA LEDERBERG 
_. 

My task was to collect some of the threads comprising the fabric of 
fundamental biology and to comment on the health and medical appli- 
cations thereof. As shorthand for that conception, the elaboration of 
biology and pathology from first principles of chemical and physical 
structure, I will caption it a reductionist or reductive model. 

The starting point of my own thought was very well stated by Drs. 
Kennedy and Lehninger, who talked about the promissory notes that 
rcductivc biology had been tendering for a number of years. Dr. Kennedy 
quoted Dr. Charles Huggins: “Whose lives have been saved by a Warburg 
apparatus?” I suspect that is not such a difficult question to answer. My 
variant is, “How many lives have been saved in the last twenty years by 
the ‘double helix’?” -an expression that stands as proxy for all of modem 
rcductivc biology. 

In 1944 Avery, MacLcod, and McCarty reintroduced DNA to the 
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biologists’ consciousness. This development stood against the presumption 
of the prior two decades that proteins were everything: they wcrc cnzymcs, 
and they were sources of such exquisite spcciftcity in every other t-calm, 
why not in the genetic material as well? But as is well known, the 
experiments of these investigators gave the first and eventually irrefutable, 
direct evidence that genetic specificity resided in the chemical structure of 
DNA. In the brief interval from 1944 to the beautiful elaboration of the 
structure of the DNA molecule, the double helix, by Watson and Crick 
in 1953, thinking and experiments in biology were unassailably revolu- 
tionized. Little biological research today is not deeply informed by these 
conceptions. 

Nevertheless, until just now, one might have sought in vain for impor- 
tant public health or specific therapeutic app!ichtions of that knowledge. 
As a geneticist, I would be the tirst to recall many important applications 
of chromosome and cell biology, e.g., the delineation ofgcnetic syndromes 
and the further illumination of pathogenetic processes. Starting with 
Garrod’s insights, the development of medical genetics followed soon 
upon the rediscovery of Mendelism in 1900. It is all the more paradoxical 
that hardly anybody’s health for twenty-five years after 1953 dcpendcd 
on knowing that the DNA structure was a double helix. How can such a 
revolutionary and fundamental insight of reductive scicncc have had such 
a delayed impact on our major health problems? 

Today we are just beginning to see a flood of practical applications in 
the pipeline, and one or two have materialized. The molecular genetic 
prenatal diagnosis of sickle ccl1 disease is one of the first medical appli- 
cations that explicitly depends on the knowledge of DNA structure: 
Y. W. Kan’s work is an epitome of the DNA revolution. 

The biotechnology industries that are founded on recombinant DNA 
likewise depend on that reductive base. Even with appropriate skepticism 
about the pace of development of these industries in the next year or two. 
no one doubts the large number of forthcoming therapeutic innovations. 
Human proteins such as pituitary hormones, interferon, insulin-and 
many others today unknown-are accessible in no other fashion. 

So the texture of my question has changed in the last few years-an 
authentic turning point in our perspective of history of this phase of 
medical science. Let me state it 3 bit differently: the phase of application 
having arrived, why did it take so long? or need it have taken so long? 
Some people think such a question is both impatient and petulant, but I 
think it ought to be addressed. 

Over the last thirty or forty years of medical history, one can, of course. 
trace a host of important innovations. The whole style of medical practice 
has sharpened, and it is far more attuned to critical scientific inquiry. 
Physiological and metabolic inquiry, to understand discasc process and 
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i management of the care of the patient, from the informed perspectives 
from immunology and endocrinology as well, is a new common standard. 
Looking for more specific indicators, I have had some trouble trying to 
authenticate the most important spccilic changes in medical practice 
during that period of time. Once one gets past the antibiotics, which may 
be regarded as the culmination of the last prereductivc era of medical 
science, it is hard to find a predominant single item in the modernization 
of medical care. 

The USC of steroids ranks high, despite caveats about iatrogenic com- 
plications. As is typical of many innovations, these complications now 
loom far larger than first expected. In any event, the initial discovery of 
the use of steroids in medicine. as with other advances, was closer to 
serendipity than reductionist planning. 

My own conjecture is that one of the most important changes in medical 
practice is the management of the body fluids. I have had some difficulty, 
however, in getting quantitative data on the history of medical practice 
with respect to routine fluid infusion therapy. Few will question that this 
therapy has been a life-saving addition to the armamentarium, if only for 
the infantile diarrheas. Drinking saline water may in fact become an 
equally efficacious medical technology! 

Water does not sound like a very sophisticated medical entity. There 
are a few things one puts into the water, but they are not particularly 
complex from a chemical standpoint, and I doubt that one would invoke 
reductive biology as the route of discovery in this field. But it is all the 
more reason to seek the different threads that have informed medical 
practice. We do lack the kind of critical history that would enable us to 
judge what has happened there, as well as in many .o.ther important 
changes in practice. Paul Beeson’s comparison of textbooks of medicine 
is an indispensable way of looking at medical history; but it is almost too 
comprehensive, and few people will take on the assessment of the most 
important improvements. In my own view, we are seeing, in this decade, 
the compIetion of two cycles of medical science and practice. With the 
DNA revolution we are well into the third. 

The first cycle rested on the scientific foundations of medical microbi- 
ology laid just a century ago. This was based on the specitic recognition 
of germs as living organisms and as agents of disease: the methods that 
we owe to Pasteur and Robert Koch, the taxonomy of microorganisms, 
obtaining them in pure culture and identifying them as etiological agents, 
the development of vaccine prophylaxis, and antimicrobial therapy. This 
cycle rcprcscntcd a revolutionary scientific as well as medical finding. It 
took from 1880 till the 1940s and 1950s to approach an asymptote (Table 

1). 
We well know how mortality from infectious disease has changed since 

the turn of the century. While, indeed, much of that change can be 
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TABLE I 

The Major Cycles of Biomedical Props.r 

Cycle 

Infcclious 
disease 

Dates 

1880-1940... 

Description 

Rcduclive-germ 
theory 

I luman phys- 1922-1980.. . Rcduclivc in aim; Insulin 
iology 

a... 
convcrgcncc semi-empirical in Corlisonc 

1980s praclicc Diurclics 
l’sychotrop- 

its 

Molecular bi- 1944-1960’ Reductive! Enzyrnc in- 
ology hihitors 

DNA diag- 

nosis 

Athcrosclc- 

rosis 

Cancer 
Transplanl 

reiccllon 

. 

attributed to larger cultural and social developments, it is not a question 
of “tither/or”; and one can hardly dispute the importance of scientific 
knovledge about what is contaminating our water supplies, or about 
which vaccines would be effective. Our standards and expectations arc 
much higher today. Even if, after earlier successes, the opportunities for 
rapid public health improvement are less today than sixty or eighty years 
ago, we do not want to stop now. Just think how deprived WC would bc 
if we had to rely on these very general measures of sanitation and 
vaccination, and were barred from the much-derided high technology of 
medical care. 

The second cycle I would date to about 1922. It evokes the names of 
D. D. Van Slyke and J. L. Gamble, i.c., systematic application of human 
physiology and chemistry in medicine. Many of the specitic interventions 
that are part of medical and surgical practice stem from physiology: the 
understanding of what the various organs of the body do and how they 
communicate with one another. Physiology, like much of biology, is 
informed by medical observations and vice versa. It dcscrvcs more honor 
than it now gets, judging from the departmental arrangements at many of 
our medical schools. Perhaps just because so much physiology has been 
incorporated in internal medicine, there is a structural problem fitting 
physiology as basic science into the organization of many medical schools. 
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If one then looks back at the variety of important introductions into 
management over this period of time and asks what the role of reductive 
science was. one can XC that critical exploitation rather than initial 
discovery has been more significant. An outstanding example is seen in 
contemporary psychiatric medicine One cannot describe the development 
of the now indispensable agents used in the treatment of schizophrenia 
and depressive illness as having stemmed in any way from a reductive 
model. Quite the contrary! The empirically demonstrated efficacy of 
agents like chlorpromazine and lithium then demanded the attention of 
inveshpors into the biochemical foundations of the mode of action of 
the drugs. Their discovery was empirical and preceded the neurochemical 
theory that is just now emerging. 

It is a consequence of our successes against infections that now our 
priority health problems are heart disease, cancer, and psychiatric illness, 
The inherent intricacy of these problems, which are rooted deeply in the 
molecular and cellular structure of the human organism, outreaches the 
existing base of applicable scientific knowledge. This ignorance has 
frustrated the building of a theoretical program for the control of these 
killers comparable with the advances in the golden age of bacteriology. 

This frustration is partly obscured by a number of valuable piecemeal 
ndvanccs in all of these fields, by the proliferation of high-technology 
diagnostic machines, and by the dcvelopmcnt of scientifically trained, 
sophisticated specialties to make these accessible to patients. This tcch- 
nological revolution has also carried a heavy price tag, and there now 
exists some political pressure for cost-reduction that would better be 
directed to benefit-improvement. The training of these specialists has 
been the main contribution of academic basic science institutions to 
today’s “half-way technology” in medical care. As I have indicated, most 
of the important new drugs of the past thirty years have been discovered 
through empirical, not rational, procedures and in industrial, not aca- 
demic, laboratories. Empirical as they were, these discoveries also de- 
pended on an infrastructure of scientific knowledge to calibrate how 
aspirin, chlorpromazine, or thiazides could best be employed. Equally 
important, a host of spurious remedies would be firmly planted in our 
medicine cabinets without the critical authentication ofefIicacy and safety 
that must bc informed by the most rigorous scientiIic judgment. 

In the exploitation of such new drugs, we have had to call upon every 
resource that science could offer, from the analytical methodologies to 
the critical frame of mind. We have had to organize new kinds of 
cxpcriments. to define the proper scope of these interventions, to search 
for their side effects. and so forth. This ramification is, in a way, as 
indispensable as the initial discovery. It is reaching down: toward the 
development of a reductive infrastructure for medicine, rather than having 
built on a deductive foundation for the initial discovery of these useful 
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agents. With lhc exception of prenatal diagnosis, which did start from 
first principles of genetics and the cytogenetics, very few medical advances 
have been conceived from prior knowledge of the biology ofthc organism. 

My question about the double helix relates to the third cycle, just at its 
zenith of scientific accomplishment and burgeoning potential for appli- 
cation. In times past, I might have leaned on the problematical structural 
relationships of basic sciences to clinical medicine, to account for the 
imputed delay. The question, it has become apparent, undcrstatcd the 
complexity of the task. 

To illustrate an essential cellular organellc, the ribosome of E~l~cricl~ia 
coli (none of this my own work) is sketched in Fig. I. These cartoons 
show the structure of the ribosome from four quarters. The inlportant 
point is that the ribosomc is composed of no less than 55 different protein 
subunits. Ribdsomcs tend to fall apart into a 30 S and 50 S major 
component. The S’s and L’s arc on the two respcctivc columns. At this 
point, every one r;f those has now been isolated. The amino acid sequence 
of the majority has been worked out, at least in some degree. Especially 
revealing is the self-assembly of this organellc: if you mix the different 
protein constituents with three molecules of specific ribosomal RNA, the 
ribosomes will self-assemble from thcsc parts. Whatever magic is in the 
structural organization of the cell derives from the chemistry of its parts. 
But what complex chemistry! 

The extraordinary effort that has been required in order to get to this 
stage of knowledge has involved: the mechanical labor of developing 
methods for the purification of these particles; the separation of their 
protein constituents in ways that do not chemically alter them; and the 
analysis of these particles, one by one, in order to determine their chemical 
composition-always in such a war that their biological integrity would 
not be degraded. Rather than being impatient about it taking from 1953 
until now, one marvels that it has been possible to go that far in the 
molecular dissection of this very important particle. 

. 

So it was not enough to proclaim that the structure of DNA was a 
double helix and to learn the code by which protein structure was 
dctcrmined. That was the revolutionary opening of the door to a vast 
array of further investigations of the amazing variety of structures in the 
cell. From these, one can then expect to see a variety of applications in 
human pathology. We already know of genetic diseases of bacteria that 
result from mutations in different ribosomc constituents. Environmental 
factors also influence ribosomal structure and function. Analogous human 
discascs are bound to become evident. following the same principles. 
Unfortunately, there remains a host of technical problems in trying to do 
the same thing with the ribosomes of eukaryotes. A few of the urlits have 
been found. The general structure of the ribosomcs is not fundamentally 
different, but in this case, we must fish these things out of cells that have 
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a lot of aggressive enzymes, which tear things apart as soon as they arc 
taken out of their normal niche. 

I conclude that it is asking too much to expect rcductivc advances in 
medical practice until we can fill in the infrastructure betwecn information 
that is in the DNA, and the way the cell is finally designed and built. 

Without cofrcclly assembled ribosomcs, proper protein synthesis in the 
cells cannot continue. Ribosome assembly also presents an exciting chal- 
lenge from the standpoint of its regulatory mechanisms. Here thcrc arc 
fifty-five different proteins, whose synthesis is precisely coordinated. OIIC 
finds hardly any unassembled leftover constituents within the E. coli ccl1 
under a very wide range of conditions. Some of the protein constitucn!:, 
are able to turn off the synthesis of others at various levels, some at 
transcription and others at translation, and in that way the system is kept 
in clcgant balance. The details of these interactions again involve intricalc 
geometrical and physical patterning of the reacting macron1oIccuIc.s. 

Our knowlcdgc of this organclle is matched in sonic mcasurc by what 
WC know of how cell membranes and several other organclles arc put 
together. However, the cell membrane is not a homogeneous, chemically 
consistent structure, and thus it presents still further challenges to eluci- 
dating its adaptations to the various roles it must play for different kinds 
of cells in their own circumstances. 

Further glimpses into “complexity” come from work on a single 
bacterium, E. cofi. Again, a very important part of the message is that in 
a comprehensive prcscntation, the details arc unreadable. Figure 2 shows 
the E. cali gcnomic map as of two years ago. About 1,000 gcnctic factors 
have been identified in E. coli, each known well enough to admit tl~c 
name of a protein or some enzymic or regulatory function. Most of tlic 
morphogenetic variants in the human species would not qualify so IVY.:!. 
because of ignorance of the protein or regulatory process involved. 

This map is organized into 100 intervals called “minutes,” in the I;. (,a ,r'i 

jargon. The reason for such a unit is that the process of fertilization, i.c.. 
the transfer of genetic information from a male cell to a female cell, is 
rather prolonged in E. coli; it takes about 100 minutes for entry, from tllc 
beginning of the chromosome to the end. Jacob and Monod showed us 
how to use the time of entry of a gene for mapping. Finer methods which, 
in increasing measure, comprise the direct examination of DNA scqucncc:; 
are available today. 

These hundred minutes of E. cob correspond to about 4 million base 
pairs: it would take about 1,000 pages of this book to inscribe them one 
by one. So far, we know sentences, here and there, adding up to about a 
dozen pages. We can infer from the local density of rhc map that the ,Y. 
coli genome has sufficient information to encode about 5,000 diffcrcnt 
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II protein chains. As I have indicated, about a fifth of those have now been 
mapped. The map also embraces about 100 known regulatory sites (there 
arc doubtless many more). These arc responsible for the rate at which 
specific genes are expressed. We know the sequences of some, and the 
picture is beginning to hang together. About 200 or so of these chains 
(generally 1,000 nuclcotides or less) have now been sequenced, i.e., their 
DNA is fully known. These chains represent somewhat less than 1 percent ’ 
of the map. 

We might consider some other interesting objects whose complexity has 
been examined. Figure 3a shows the title head of a fascinating paper that 
appeared in Narure just about a year ago. There are almost as many 
authors as elcmcnts in the article-a reflection of the complexity of the 
enterprise they had undertaken. The paper itself is almost unreadable, 
but that is a compliment! Its main content is restated in Fig. 36. 

Obviously, print is an unsatisfactory medium for transmitting this sort 
of information. The figure is printed from a computer data base of DNA 
sequence data, courtesy of the SUMEX computer facility al Stanford 
University. As shown on the title page of the paper, the mitochondrial 
human genome comprises 16,569 base pairs. The polymorphism within 
the human spccics is already giving rise to some very interesting discussion 
about our ancestral lineages. 

Study of the mitochondrial genome shows that there are 5 protein 
chains that have been previously recognized, and we know where these 
are. Eight other sequences aiso produce ‘messenger RNA and putatively 
code for structural proteins, but we do not know what those are. There 
are 22 transfer RNAs, and there are two ribosomal RNA components as 
well. Thus, the structure of the mitochondrion is about half worked out 

in terms of the allocation of particular proteins, thoroughly worked out in 
terms of its DNA sequences. 

Recall that the mitochondrion is about 30 seconds of E. cofi, about a 
half percent of the size of the bacterial genome. Of course that means it 
is l,OOO-fold less by comparison with the human genome! It is still not the 
most complex entity so far studied: phage T7 has almost 40.000 nucleo- 
tides, recently fully sequenced by J. J. Dunn and his colleagues al 
Brookhaven. 

Here now the reductive program can be laid out. The human genome 
has about 3 billion nuclcotide units in it. The DNA of each cell, when 
unpacked, is about two meters long, about the height of the person. If all 
that information were structural, it would encode for 10 million genes: 
the information content of the Encyclopaediu Britarrnk These are large 
but quite finite numbers. Modern biology has given us an opportunity for 
the first time to measure the complexity of our challenge and examine the 
implications of the reductive strategy that has been so successful in 
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unlocking the fundamentals of living processes. 
Most people now believe that about I percent of the genomc is actively 

coding DNA. Hence, 10 gel a reductive understanding of the human 
body, WC must investigate about 100,000 different protein entities. So far, 
there are about 1,000 lo which we could attach names. Of the ones that 
WC can name, about 100 have been isolated from human sources. Talking 
about the amino acid sequence of a protein is proxy for a depth of 
understanding of the relationship of structure to function like the heading 
of a chapter, one for hemoglobin, another for collagen, and so forth. 

To elucidate 100,000 proteins is then a $100 billion enterprise, with 
present day technology. That figure will bc mitigated with further tech- 
nological advances, but mere purification is already tedious and costly. 
Some proteins will be elusive, perhaps vanishingly scarce although still 
very important in the economy in certain kinds of cells. WC arc now 
skimming the cream in terms of what is most accessible, abundant, stable. 
and so forth. We may wonder whether WC will ever be able to afford to 
go through this entire reductive base. Regardless, dots anyone advocate 
delaying further attention to specific medical problems until the rcductivc 
base is complete? 

This measure of the size of the cntcrprisc demands a scnsc of priorities 
as lo which part of the landscape has the most important trcasurcs. (We 
arc not always going lo guess right, because of the unpredictability of the 
insights that most rapidly lead to important applications.) 

In this setting I am preaching to the choir about the need to promote 
better mutual understanding of the problems and methods of clinical 
observation and fundamental laboratory investigation. Part of the answer 
is the scientific training of clinically oriented pcoplc. The converse, I 
believe, is equally important but has been neglected even more: that is, 
the exposure of biological scientists to health problems. This should not 
be thought of solely as a way to accelerate practical results, although I 
believe it is an indispensable part of that mission. The history of scicncc 
is replete with examples of the testing of reductive theories by confron- 
tation with facts and observations from nature, sometimes with revolu- 
tionzry imdacts on the narrowly structured models that science must USC. 
Today’s natural history is clinical observation: recall that Avery’s work 
on DNA was impelled by his effort to systematize pathogenic strains of 
pneumonia, each of which demanded a unique vaccine. 

Robust biological theory is an urgent rcquiremcnt for our undcrstand- 
ing of environmental hazards and for the establishment of economically 
viable pc!icies of regulation. We face the perplexing challenge of prcdict- 
ing hazards to human health before they materialize; and this goal can 
only be realized with much more solid predictive methods with which lo 

interpret laboratory experiments and translate these into quantitative 
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standards of exposure for regulatory purposes. To do this will require a 
vast extension of comparative toxicology as a biological discipline. In the 
long run, this application of reductive biology lo preventive health may 
be even more productive than anything likely to emerge in therapeutic 
medicine. 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty with the long-standing promissory notes 
is the extent to which they give rise to an underestimation of the abrupt 

FIG. 36. Sequence and organization of human mitochondrial genome. Reproduced with 

permission from a far more readable figure in Naizrre 290(9 April 1981). 
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cban~cs in (tic human condition Ihal will follow from lbe success of llic 
(bird cycle in prcvcnting (hc major lhiCIlS of tlcai~l diSCilSC, CiIIlCCr, :IJld 

o(bcr conslilulional discascs. This success is bound lo cngendcr many 

secondary problems: WC arc already liming an older population-and tbc 
dilemmas of work, rctircmcnt, and social sccurily policy (bat then cmcrgc. 
I bavc no doubt WC prcf’cr ~bcsc problems LO (IIC miscrics of prcmnlurc 
bad trcalrb and disability; but cvcn JIOW tbcy arc swcpl under tbc rug. 

h4ost of my discussion, and (Iris conrcr-cncc, has ccntcrcd on the lrcal(b 
problcnis of rlic Unilcd Slalcs. I’arasilic discascs, wlivsc viclims live 
mostly far away, bavc had disg,raccCuIly tow priorilics in Ibis counlry’s 
rcscnrcli cfl‘orls. This is llic more Iragic. for tbcrc is no niorc productive 
arena for aulticntic “lcctinological Iixcs.” Yes, that is a problcnialical 
ptrrasc, wbosc problcrnalics come t-r-oni carclcss disregard or (tic social 
and polirical obsmclcs (o innovalion; but it is bard (o XC (1~11 anyrbing 
but good would c011lc rrom a vaccine for malaria or rrom the conlrol of 
schis(osomiasis or sleeping sickness. Tbc applicarion or rcduclivc molcc- 
ular biology LO the organisms orparasiric discasc is a fascinaling cballcngc 
(0 a new band of “Microbe tlunrcrs,” and tticrc is cvcry prospccl 0r 
SUCCCSS~S to malch tliosc or ltic first wave of microbiology. Similar 
principles also apply to plant improvcmcnl. Dcspilc (tic complcxilics ltinl 
at(cnd farming pracliccs in undcrdevclopcd countries, (here will bc cnor- 
nious gains from lbc dcvelopmcnt or new crops truly bcltcr adaplcd lo 
ltic agronomic circurnslanccs OF poor countries around [lie world. I’o~LJ- 

Inlion control (ecbnology musr bc cvcn more scnsirivc LO tbc burnan 
inccntivcs and consrrainrs (0 its adoplion; cvcn so, much l’u~~dar11c1~~a1 

work is needed to offer pcoplc bclrcr means (0 implcmcnt tbcir intentions, 
day by day. 

Our fcdcral research grants syskn~ is supposed to be morivalcd in (llc 
long run by Ibc payoff of Ibc use of scicntilic advance for ln~~l(b 
applicarions. It is a paradox rbat Ihe frantic bcwing to tbc commi((cd lint 
of a granl, cvcr since (in ltic nn~iic oTaccounlabilily!) Ilic projccl replaced 
lbc lalcnlcd person as (tic ralionale Par awards, works to frus(ram tbc 
broadening of outlook of clinicians and scicnlists alike. Our rcscarctr 
insrilurions-and tbcsc loo arc given short shrill next LO projccls in (Ire. 
priorities of funding-in principle could provide both shcllcr and ccmcnt 
for inlcrlcvel and interdisciplinary exploration. Our abiliry (0 make thcsc 
provisions is being seriously eroded bolt1 by (bc gcncral-s(ringcncy or 
funding and by Ibc particular ways in wbicb i( is adminis(crcd. l‘hcrc is 
no easy way (0 rclrcncli; but iT our narional aim is lo bring our currcnl 

(bird cycle Lo its most fruitrul consummation, WC will bavc to rerorm (be 
\vays in which tbc divcrsc conlributors to crcarivc insight and to praclicat 
dcvclopmcn[ arc cncouragcd 10 cobcrc. 
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